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Motivation

Higher-form symmetries [Gaiotto, Kapustin, Seiberg, Willett, 2014] are by now
very well established in QFT.

What’s the added benefit of studying them in string theory?
→ See discussion session later today.

Access regimes that are hard to control in standard QFT, such as strong
coupling, absence of Lagrangians. Examples are:

• Geometric engineering: 5d and 6d theories and SCFTs

• Non-Lagrangian theories, e.g. class S and generalizations

• Strongly coupled theories via holography



Motivation

• Geometric engineering of 5d theories and SCFTs: (all in the past year)
Higher-form symmetries, ’t Hooft anomalies, 2-group structures
[Morrison, SSN, Willett][Albertini, del Zotto, Garcia Etxebarria, Hosseini]

[Closset, SSN, Yi-Nan Wang][Apruzzi, Dierigl, Lin][Benetti Genolini,

Tizzano][Bhardwaj, SSN][Cvetic, Dierigl, Lin, Zhang][Apruzzi, Bhardwaj, Oh, SSN]

• Non-Lagrangian theories: from 6d such as class S, class R
[Tachikawa][Cordova, Dumitrescu, Intriligator][Eckhard, Kim, SSN, Willett][Gukov,

Pei, Hsin][Bharwaj, Hubner, SSN]2.

• Holography: class S, ABJM and revisiting Klebanov-Strassler
confining cascade [Witten][Bah, Bonetti, Minasian][Hofman, Iqbal][Bergman,

Tachikawa, Zafrir][Apruzzi, van Beest, Gould, SSN]
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For 4d N = 1 SYM the 1-form symmetry is a diagnostic for confinement:
Wilson lines with area law indicate confining vacua, where the 1-form
symmetry is unbroken. Perimeter law implies deconfining phase and
1-form symmetry is spontaneously broken.

The goal of this talk is to revisit the holographic confinement paradigm in
the light of higher-form symmetries and derive properties of the IR using
a combination of anomalies and supergravity techniques.

2104.12764 with Fabio Apruzzi, Marieke van Beest, Dewi Gould



Plan

1. Line operators, polarization and 1-form symmetry

2. Higher-Form symmetries in holography

3. Holographic confinement: Mixed anomaly and IR TQFT



1. Line Operators, Polarization and 1-form Symmetry

Pure gauge theory in 4d, gauge algebra g and simply-connected group G.
The set of line operators are

L = Λw/Λr ⊕Λmw/Λcr = ZG ⊕ZG ZG= center of G.

Not all lines are mutually local (relative theory): Dirac pairing

LαLβ = LβLαe
2πi〈Lα,Lβ〉 .

Polarization Λ ⊂ L:
choice of a maximal set of mutually local line operators (absolute theory).

E.g. for su(N): L = ZN ⊕ZN with

〈W,H〉 =
1

N
.

Λ =<W >: gauge group G = SU(N)

Λ =< H >: gauge group G = PSU(N)

[Gaiotto, Moore, Neitzke][Aharony, Seiberg, Tachikawa]



1-Form Symmetry and Confinement

Λ ⊂ L choice of polarization (absolute theory). Then the 1-form
symmetry is the Pontryagin dual group to Λ

Γ(1) = Λ̂ = Hom(Λ,U(1)) .

E.g. su(N): Λ = ZN and Γ(1) = ZN .

In a given vacuum r let

Λr = {L ∈ Λ;L has perimeter law in vacuum r}

Then the 1-form symmetry that is preserved in this vacuum is

Γ(1)
r =

Λ̂

Λr
⊂ Γ(1) .

If this is non-trivial, then the vacuum r is confining.



Confinement for su(2) SYM

For 4d N = 1 su(N): N vacua

U(1)R
ABJ−→ Z2N

χSB−→ Z2

For su(2), there are 2 vacua: vacua where monopole (m) and dyon (d)
condense from N = 2 after breaking to N = 1.

Preserved 1-form symmetry for each polarization:

Λ G Γ
(1)
m Γ

(1)
d

W SU(2) Z2 Z2

H SO(3)+ ∅ Z2

H +W SO(3)− Z2 ∅



Background Fields and Gauging

• More generally a p-form symmetry Γ(p) has p-dimensional charged
objects and codimension p+ 1 topological operators, that generate
the symmetry.

• Backgrounds correspond to p+ 1-form fields Bp+1 ∈ Hp+1(X,Γ(p))

for p-form symmetry Γ(p).

• Gauging this symmetry requires summing over these background
values of B.

For instances, we can gauge the center symmetry of SU(N) and get the
PSU(N) YM theory.



2. Higher-form Symmetries in Holography

Consider AdS5 ×X5 with X5 = S5 (or SE5) in Type IIB with∫
X5

F5 = N , F5 = ?F5 .

For S5 the dual is 4d N = 4 su(N) SYM.

How are different global forms of the gauge group distinguished in the
holographic dual?

IIB CS-coupling

SCS ⊃
1

4π

∫
AdS5×S5

F5 ∧B2 ∧ dC2 .

[Witten] The 5d effective action governing the fluctuations b2 and c2 of the
2-form fields around the background is

Stop =
N

4π

∫
AdS5

b2 ∧ dc2



Eoms:
Ndb2 = 0 Ndc2 = 0

b2 and c2 are flat ZN 2-form fields. Construct topological surface
operators

Ub(M2) = e
i
∮
M2

b2 , Uc(M2) = e
i
∮
M2

c2

which however are not mutually local

Ub(M2)Uc(M
′
2) = Uc(M

′
2)Ub(M2)e

2πi
N M2·M ′

2

Line operators are obtained by considering M2 with ∂M2 = γ ⊂ ∂AdS5

Ub(M2) = F1-strings ending on the boundary, i.e. Wilson lines

Uc(M2) = D1-strings ending on the boundary, i.e. ’t Hooft lines



B.c. and Global Form of Gauge Group

B.c. on Stop = N
4π

∫
b2 ∧ dc2 :

b2 Dirichlet (Neumann), c2 Neumann (Dirichlet)

F1 ending on ∂AdS and Uc are the topological surface operators link with
lines, generating the 1-form symmetry of SU(N) (and likewise
D1/Ub/PSU(N)).

Screening: Bianchi integrated over S5:∫
S5

dF7 =

∫
S5

F5 ∧H3 = NH3

so N F1-strings can end on wrapped D5 ”baryon vertex”.

⇒ N Wilson lines are screened, i.e. SU(N) and Γ(1) = ZN .



3. Holographic Confinement and 1-form Symmetry

• D3s at the conifold C(T 1,1) are dual to IIB on AdS5 × T 1,1,
∫
F5 = N .

• T 1,1 ∼ S3 × S2: wrap D5-branes on S2, inducing
∫
S3 F3 = M

⇒ breaks conformal invariance

[Klebanov-Strassler] (KS) solution: dual to confining phase of 4d N = 1 SYM:

ds2 =
r2

R2
dx2 +

R2

r2
dr2︸ ︷︷ ︸

M5

+R2ds2T 1,1 .

r= radial direction, RG-flow; R(r) ∼ ln( rrs )1/4, rs = r0e
−N/gM2−1/4.

Fluxes pick up r-dependence:∫
S2

B2 = L(r) =
3gsM

2π
ln
r

r0
,

∫
T 1,1

F5 = K(r) = N +ML

At rk = r0e
k/M , effective number of D3-branes K = N − kM ∈ Z.

⇒What is dual field theory?



Duality cascade

Far UV: k = 0 and the couplings run as gSU(N+M) ↑ and gSU(N) ↓

SU(N +M)× SU(N)
Seiberg dualize−→ SU(N −M)× SU(N)

Seiberg dualize−→ SU(N −M)× SU(N − 2M) −→ · · · .

N = kM then end of the cascade is pure N = 1 SYM SU(M) .

In the far IR the solution is T ∗S3 and conjectured to be dual to the
confining phase of 4d N = 1. From now: N = kM .

Expectations:

I. 1-form symmetry is unbroken in the IR

II. chiral symmetry breaking

III. IR should contain a gapped TQFT describing the confining phase

In [Apruzzi, van Beest, Gould, SSN] we identified these using the 5d sugra
consistent truncation on T 1,1 of [Cassani, Faedo] and the IR sugra solution.



I. 1-form symmetry in the KS Solution

Topological couplings in the 5d consistent trunction

S5d ⊃ gcd(N,M)

∫
M5

b2 ∧ dC2

for NSNS b2 and C2 is from RR 2- and 4-form fluctuations.

• 1-form symmetries from b.c. Γ(1) = Zgcd(N,M).

• B.c.: e.g. F1-strings with Dirichlet b.c. correspond to Wilson lines.

• For all slices r = rk we have∫
S3

F3 = M ,

∫
T 1,1

F5 = N − kM

Then integrating the Bianchis gives∫
T 1,1

dF7 = (N − kM)H3 ,

∫
S3

dF5 = MH3

D5s on T 1,1 and D3s on S3 screen gcd(N,M) F1s.



II. Chiral Symmetry Breaking

U(1)R corresponds to the Reeb vector of the AdS5 × T 1,1. From the
consistent trunction we have a Stückelberg coupling

S5d ⊃
1

2π

∫
M5

|g1 + 2MA|2

g1 = dc0 with shift symmetry c0→ c0 + 2π and A is background for U(1)R.

A→ A+ dα , c0→ c0 − 2Mα

gauges c0 away, giving a massive U(1) gauge field, with a remnant chiral
symmetry Z(0)

2M left over (α ∈ 2π
2MZ).

⇒ Realizes the breaking U(1)(0) → Z(0)
2M



Chiral symmetry breaking in the IR

S5d ⊃
1

2M

∫
M5

b2 ∧ b2 ∧A ≡ ω

which is a mixed ’t Hooft anomaly Z(1)
M −Z(0)

2M .

If e2πiω 6= 1 then there does not exist a TQFT to saturate the anomaly
[Cordova, Ohmori].

Here: b2 ∧ b2 = P(b2) ∈ 2Z for spin manifolds.

In a confining vacuum: Z(1)
M must remain unbroken, so in order for the

anomaly to be saturated

Z(0)
2M → Z(0)

2 ,

∮
A ∈MZ.

The M vacua are separated by domain walls of wrapped D5s on S3.



III. IR TQFT

Can we derive the IR theory describing the gapped, confining phase?
Remarkably: yes! From the IR supergravity solution

S5d ⊃ 2π

∫
M5

dc0dc3 +
M

2
b22 dc0

Evaluating at the 4d boundary gives φ ≡ c0/M

S4d IR TQFT =

∫
Mφ(dc3 +

M

2
b22)

The M vacua are labeled by 〈eiφ〉 = e2πi`/M , ` = 0, · · · ,M − 1, and are
separated by the domain walls given by ei

∮
c3 . Agrees with [GKSW].

Supergravity gauge transformations

b2→ b2 + dλ , c3→ c3 −Mb2λ−
M

2
λdλ

have interpretation as 3-group symmetry between 1- and 2-from
symmetry backgrounds. Consistent with gauge invariance of
F4 = dc3 + M

2 b
2
2 of the S3-wrapped D5 domain walls.



Conclusion and Outlook

There’s a strong case for studying higher-form symmetries in string
theory constructions of QFTs.

Today we focused on 4d N = 1 SYM and its holographic dual description
in the KS-solution. From the holography we derived 1-form symmetry
along the RG-flow, ’t Hooft anomaly matching of the mixed 0-1-form
anomaly that induces chiral symmetry breaking, and most importantly,
the IR TQFT.

Some remarks on related setups realizing 4d N = 1 SYM:

• [Maldacena, Nunez]: dual to stack of NS5-branes: the anomaly can also
be derived from the Little String theory anomaly polynomial [Apruzzi,

van Beest, Gould, SSN].

• M-theory on the G2 manifold C2/ZN → S3 [Atiyah, Maldacena,

Vafa][Acharya]: 1-form symmetry is computed from the link
S3 × S3/ZN [Morrison, SSN, Willett]. What about anomaly, TQFT? Lots of
applications to other geometric engineering setups.


